Corrections.

- Contents, line 3: For "$SS_k(T_\sigma)$", read "$SS_k(\Gamma)$".
- p.11, line 1: For "$SS_k(T_\sigma)$", read "$SS_k(\Gamma)$".
- p.13, line 12: Insert "coset" after "$U$-double".
- p.126, line 7: For "$m_d$", read "$m_q$".
- p.160, line 5: For "ordinary", read "cardinality".
- p.160, line 5: Insert ", $p$ remains prime in $F$", after "$r_p$ odd"
- p.162, lines 7, 8: For "$n$", read "$N$".
- p.163, lines 1, 2 from the bottom: For "$n$", read "$N$".
- p.163, line 1 from the bottom: Delete "$n = N A$ and"
- p.164, lines 2, 3, 9, 10: For "$n$", read "$N$".
- p.164, line 3: Delete "$n = N A$ and".
- p.165, lines 1 from the bottom: Insert "$\prod_{p|N A}(1-p)^{-}$", after two "$v(H/SL_2(\mathbb{Z}))$"'s.